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This has been documented all the way back to his Liverpool days, and he eventually admitted it himself later
in life. It seems clear in hindsight that the gentle icon the hippies worship was actually a man with very serious
psychological problems who often flew into uncontrollable fits of rage which he took out on the women in his
life. Read more about the controversial life of Lennon with the biography John Lennon: The Life at Amazon.
After they reconnected, Lennon severely emotionally abused his son on several occasions, berating and
screaming at him until the boy was reduced to tears. In perhaps the saddest statement ever made about
Lennon, Julian later stated that Paul McCartney was more of a father to him than his real father was. Usually,
he did so out of pure egomania â€” a desire to make himself appear better than he actually was. He claimed he
had been a working class lad from Liverpool before the Beatles; he was actually raised in a comfortable
middle-class home. He denied being married during his early years of stardom. He claimed to have met Yoko
Ono at an art show and their love blossomed spontaneously; in fact, Ono had stalked him for months before he
gave in to her advances. When he emerged back into the public eye shortly before his death, he claimed that
he had been spending time baking bread and being a stay-at-home dad; in fact, he had been living in a
drug-induced haze most of the time. It was kept under wraps for some time, but no one was under any
illusions about the ability of the group to go on without him. He never actually did anything whatsoever of
note in the political realm, and most of the radicals he cultivated thought he was an ignorant poseur. The few
things he did actually do, like giving money and publicity to violent groups like the Black Panthers, are
nothing to be proud of. As for his songwriting, yes he did write a handful of truly inspired songs, but as time
passes and the nostalgic hype surrounding the Beatles begins to fade, a lot of his works comes off as silly and
dated. The only thing that makes them work is the terrific production, for which credit easily goes to producer
George Martin and the other Beatles as much as to Lennon himself. In fact, looking back on the Beatles
legacy, one can make a pretty good case that both Paul McCartney and George Harrison on the later albums, at
least were superior talents to Lennon in the songwriting department. The truth is, after about , Lennon more or
less drops out of the Beatles. He had almost nothing to do with the Sgt. In the beginning he was following the
American rhythm and blues tradition with a smattering of Roy Orbison-style pop ballads. After that, he gloms
on to avant-garde, John Cage-influenced above modern art music. Now you can act unpleasant too! Buy a pair
of John Lennon Sunglasses at Amazon. Yes, he was trying to fit in with groups that were considered
non-conformist, but conformism is conformism. Right from the beginning, Lennon was posing. Back in the
day, the teddy-boy look was the in thing, so he shows up in leather jackets and a pompadour. Then its the cute
pop look. Then the psychedelic hippie thing. Then the angry avant-garde hipster. Everything about Lennon,
from his music and politics to the way he dressed, was an attempt to fit in with sub- or counter-cultures that
already existed. And of course, he never turned down any of the fat paychecks that came his way as a result of
his fame and success.
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Eisuke came from a long line of samurai warrior-scholars. Ono was enrolled in piano lessons from the age of
4. Ono was enrolled in Keimei Gakuen, an exclusive Christian primary school run by the Mitsui family. Ono
later went to the Karuizawa mountain resort with members of her family. Ono said it was during this period in
her life that she developed her "aggressive" attitude and understanding of "outsider" status. Other stories tell of
her mother bringing a large number of goods with them to the countryside, where they were bartered for food.
However, unbeknownst to them, he remained in the city. He was in a concentration camp. The school, located
near the Tokyo Imperial Palace , had not been damaged by the war, and Ono found herself a classmate of
Prince Akihito , the future emperor of Japan. However, she left the school after two semesters. When Ono
later rejoined her family, she enrolled at nearby Sarah Lawrence College. She visited galleries and art
happenings in the city; this whetted her desire to publicly display her own artistic endeavors. American
avant-garde artist, composer , and musician La Monte Young was her first important contact in the New York
art world; he helped Ono start her career by using her Chambers Street loft in Tribeca as a performance space.
After Ono set a painting on fire at one performance, her mentor John Cage advised her to treat the paper with
flame retardant. Ono returned home to live with her parents and was suffering from clinical depression when
she was briefly placed into a Japanese mental institution. After finalizing that divorce, Cox and Ono married
again on June 6, She gave birth to their daughter Kyoko Chan Cox two months later on August 8, Soon, the
couple returned to New York with Kyoko. Ono and Cox divorced on February 2, , and she married John
Lennon later that same year. In the midst of a custody battle , Cox disappeared with their eight-year-old
daughter. He won custody after successfully claiming that Ono was an unfit mother due to her drug use. She
finally saw Kyoko again many years later in According to the first account, on November 9, Lennon went to
the Indica Gallery in London, where Ono was preparing her conceptual art exhibit, and they were introduced
by gallery owner John Dunbar. Viewers hammered a nail into a wooden board, creating the art piece.
Although the exhibition had not yet opened, Lennon wanted to hammer a nail into the clean board, but Ono
stopped him. He might buy it. In , Ono was in London and compiling original musical scores for a book
entitled Notations ; John Cage was working on the book. McCartney declined to give her any of his own
manuscripts but suggested that Lennon might oblige. Lennon did, giving Ono the original handwritten lyrics
to " The Word ". It was a really strange situation. They spent the night recording what would become the Two
Virgins album, [21] after which, he said, they "made love at dawn". On March 20, , they were married at the
registry office in Gibraltar and spent their honeymoon in Amsterdam , campaigning with a week-long Bed-In
for Peace. They planned another Bed-In in the US, but were denied entry to the country. Although he used the
name John Ono Lennon thereafter, official documents referred to him as John Winston Ono Lennon, since he
was not permitted to revoke a name given at birth. The same year, the couple contributed an experimental
piece to The White Album called " Revolution 9 ". The latter marked the only occasion in a Beatles recording
in which a woman sings lead vocals. This first incarnation of the group also consisted of guitarist Eric Clapton
, bass player Klaus Voormann , and drummer Alan White. The first half of their performance consisted of rock
standards. During the second half, Ono took to the microphone and performed an avant-garde set along with
the band, finishing with music that consisted mainly of feedback , while she screamed and sang. The two
albums also had companion covers: Her album included raw, harsh vocals, which bore a similarity with
sounds in nature especially those made by animals and free jazz techniques used by wind and brass players.
Performers included Ornette Coleman , other renowned free jazz performers, and Ringo Starr. Some songs on
the album consisted of wordless vocalizations, in a style that would influence Meredith Monk [41] and other
musical artists who have used screams and vocal noise in lieu of words. The album reached No. In it, she
explored slightly more conventional psychedelic rock with tracks including "Midsummer New York" and
"Mind Train", in addition to a number of Fluxus experiments. She also received minor airplay with the ballad
" Mrs. Accusations flew between the two, as well as the matter of custody. Cox eventually moved away with
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Kyoko; Ono would not see her daughter until Sargent writes of interviewing Yoko while she was visiting
Portland, Maine in She spoke of driving along the coast with Lennon and dreamed of buying a house in
Maine. We were looking for a house on the waterâ€¦ We did examine the place! We went quite a ways up,
actually, because it was so beautiful. The next month, Lennon agreed to meet with Ono, who claimed to have
found a cure for smoking. After the meeting, he failed to return home or call Pang. When Pang telephoned the
next day, Ono told her Lennon was unavailable, because he was exhausted after a hypnotherapy session. Two
days later, Lennon reappeared at a joint dental appointment with Pang; he was stupefied and confused to such
an extent that Pang believed he had been brainwashed. He told her his separation from Ono was now over,
though Ono would allow him to continue seeing her as his mistress. John did not help relations with his first
son when he described Julian in as being part of the "ninety percent of the people on this planet [who resulted
from an unplanned pregnancy]" and that "Sean is a planned child, and therein lies the difference. He resumed
his songwriting career shortly before his December murder , which Ono witnessed at close range. She stated
the couple was thinking about going out to dinner after spending several hours in a recording studio, but
decided to return to their apartment instead, because Lennon wanted to see Sean before he was put to bed. It
was officially dedicated on October 9, , which would have been his 45th birthday. Over 1, stations in over 50
countries participated in the simultaneous broadcast. Ono felt the timing was perfect, considering the
escalating conflicts in the Middle East, Eastern Europe, and Germany. In March , she was present with Cherie
Blair at the unveiling of a seven-foot statue of Lennon, to mark the renaming of Liverpool airport to Liverpool
John Lennon Airport. Each year, between October 9 and December 8, it projects a vertical beam of light high
into the sky. In , Ono created an exhibit called "John Lennon: Fluxus[ edit ] Ono is often associated with the
Fluxus group, which was founded by George Maciunas , who was her friend during the s. Maciunas admired
and enthusiastically promoted her work and gave Ono her U. He formally invited her to join the Fluxus group,
but she declined because she wanted to remain independent. She eventually found an inexpensive loft in
downtown Manhattan at Chambers Street and used the apartment as a studio and living space. Ono supported
herself through secretarial work and lessons in the traditional Japanese arts at the Japan Society , and she
allowed composer La Monte Young to organize concerts in the loft. With that work, Ono suggested that a
work of art no longer needed to be mounted on a wall and inaccessible. Cut Piece, [ edit ] Ono was a pioneer
of conceptual art and performance art. The piece consisted of Ono, dressed in her best suit, kneeling on a stage
with a pair of scissors in front of her. She invited and then instructed audience members to join her on stage
and cut pieces of her clothing off. Confronting issues of gender, class and cultural identity, Ono sat silently
until the piece concluded at her discretion. It demonstrates the reciprocity between artists, objects, and viewers
and the responsibility beholders have to the reception and preservation of art. First published in , the book
reads as a set of instructions through which the work of art is completed-either literally or in the imagination
of the viewer participant. One example is "Hide and Seek Piece: Hide until everybody goes home. Hide until
everybody forgets about you. Hide until everybody dies. David Bourdon , art critic for The Village Voice and
Vogue , called Grapefruit "one of the monuments of conceptual art of the early s". He noted that her
conceptual approach was made more acceptable when white male artists like Joseph Kosuth and Lawrence
Weiner came in and "did virtually the same things" she did, and that her take also has a poetic and lyrical side
that sets it apart from the work of other conceptual artists. Objects, Films retrospective at the Whitney. The
screen is divided into four almost equal sections by the elements of the gluteal cleft and the horizontal gluteal
crease. The soundtrack consists of interviews with those who are being filmed, as well as those considering
joining the project. In , the watch manufacturing company Swatch produced a limited edition watch that
commemorated this film. Her Wish Piece had the following instructions: Make a wish Write it down on a
piece of paper Fold it and tie it around a branch of a Wish Tree Ask your friends to do the same Keep wishing
Until the branches are covered with wishes. Other installation locations include London; [82] St. Ono installed
a billboard on U. Route 41 in Fort Myers to promote the show and peace. When asked for the resemblance
between the naming of her record Rising and this piece, Ono responded: But in the process of fighting
together, women are still being treated separately in an inhuman way. It weakens the power of men and
women all together. I hope Arising will wake up Women Power, and make us, men and women, heal together.
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In , the Whitney Museum held a retrospective of her work, Yoko Ono: There seemed like a shimmering air in
the 60s when I made these pieces, and now the air is bronzified.
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Lennon twice chose his father, but as his mother walked away, he began to cry and followed her, [11]
although this has been disputed. A witness who was there that day, Billy Hall, has said the dramatic scene
often portrayed with a young John Lennon having to make a decision between his parents never happened. But
I cannot be what I am not The parents instinctively recognised I was a troublemaker, meaning I did not
conform and I would influence their children, which I did. There were five women that were my family. Five
strong, intelligent, beautiful women, five sisters. One happened to be my mother. Now those women were
fantastic And that was my first feminist education Parkes recalled, "John, cousin Leila and I were very close.
From Edinburgh we would drive up to the family croft at Durness , which was from about the time John was
nine years old until he was about The Quarrymen to the Beatles â€” Formation, commercial break-out and
touring years Lennon right performing in at the height of Beatlemania At age 15, Lennon formed the skiffle
group , the Quarrymen. Lennon then asked McCartney to join the band. McCartney engineered an audition on
the upper deck of a Liverpool bus, where Harrison played Raunchy for Lennon and was asked to join. In
August that year, the Beatles engaged for a night residency in Hamburg , Germany and were desperately in
need of a drummer. They asked Pete Best to join them. As with the other band members, Lennon was
introduced to Preludin while in Hamburg, [46] and regularly took the drug as a stimulant during their long,
overnight performances. They recorded their debut album, Please Please Me , in under 10 hours on 11
February , [50] a day when Lennon was suffering the effects of a cold, [51] which is evident in the vocal on
the last song to be recorded that day, " Twist and Shout ". With a few exceptions, one being the album title
itself, Lennon had yet to bring his love of wordplay to bear on his song lyrics, saying: And the words were
almost irrelevant". We all looked up to John. He was older and he was very much the leader; he was the
quickest wit and the smartest. Lennon was on tour when his first son, Julian , was born in April. During their
Royal Variety Show performance, which was attended by the Queen Mother and other British royalty, Lennon
poked fun at the audience: For the people in the cheaper seats, clap your hands A two-year period of constant
touring, filmmaking, and songwriting followed, during which Lennon wrote two books, In His Own Write and
A Spaniard in the Works. Later, in a lift at a nightclub, they all believed it was on fire: It will vanish and
shrink After the Beatles were introduced to the Maharishi Mahesh Yogi , the group attended an August
weekend of personal instruction at his Transcendental Meditation seminar in Bangor, Wales. Lennon asked
Lord Beeching to take on the role, but he declined, advising Lennon to go back to making records. Lennon
was approached by Allen Klein , who had managed the Rolling Stones and other bands during the British
Invasion. The film was not released until Two Virgins [84] known more for its cover than for its music ,
Unfinished Music No. Life with the Lions and Wedding Album. Between and , Lennon released the singles
"Give Peace a Chance", which was widely adopted as an anti-Vietnam-War anthem in , [85] " Cold Turkey ",
which documented his withdrawal symptoms after he became addicted to heroin, [86] and " Instant Karma! He
gets all the credit for it! After Brian Epstein died we collapsed. Paul took over and supposedly led us. But
what is leading us when we went round in circles? Designed to release emotional pain from early childhood,
the therapy entailed two half-days a week with Janov for four months; he had wanted to treat the couple for
longer, but they felt no need to continue and returned to London. This inspired the singer to write " Power to
the People ". Lennon also became involved with Ali during a protest against the prosecution of Oz magazine
for alleged obscenity. Eager for a major commercial success, Lennon adopted a more accessible sound for his
next album, Imagine Lennon softened his stance in the mids, however, and said he had written "How Do You
Sleep? The administration embarked on what would be a four-year attempt to deport him. Her song "Death of
Samantha" was inspired by the incident. Many radio stations refused to broadcast the song because of the
word " nigger ". Aired in , this was the last television interview Lennon gave before his death in While
Lennon was recording Mind Games in , he and Ono decided to separate. The ensuing month period apart,
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which he later called his " lost weekend ", [] was spent in Los Angeles and New York City in the company of
May Pang. Mind Games, credited to the "Plastic U. Ono Band", was released in November An alternate take,
from the same Ringo sessions, with Lennon providing a guide vocal, appears on John Lennon Anthology. In
early , Lennon was drinking heavily and his alcohol-fuelled antics with Harry Nilsson made headlines. In
March, two widely publicised incidents occurred at The Troubadour club. In the first incident, Lennon stuck
an unused menstrual pad on his forehead and scuffled with a waitress. The second incident occurred two
weeks later, when Lennon and Nilsson were ejected from the same club after heckling the Smothers Brothers.
He and Ono were reunited shortly afterwards. Lennon began what would be a five-year hiatus from the music
industry, during which time he gave all his attention to his family. Lennon emerged from his five-year
interruption in music recording in October , when he released the single " Just Like Starting Over ". The
following month saw the release of Double Fantasy , which contained songs written during a June journey to
Bermuda on a foot sailing boat. Shooting and death Main article: They exited the vehicle and walked through
the archway of The Dakota , when lone gunman Mark David Chapman shot Lennon four times in the back at
close range. Lennon was rushed in a police cruiser to the emergency room of nearby Roosevelt Hospital ,
where he was pronounced dead on arrival at Please do the same for him. He said that the Beatles song "
Getting Better " told his own story, "I used to be cruel to my woman, and physicallyâ€”any woman. I was a
hitter. I fought men and I hit women. That is why I am always on about peace. His marriage began just as
Beatlemania was taking off across the UK. He performed on the evening of his wedding day and would
continue to do so almost daily from then on. Julian was born on 8 April ; Lennon was on tour at the time and
did not see his infant son until three days later.
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He grew up in austere, depressed, postwar England. His father abandoned the family when John was a baby,
and his mother never could bring herself to settle down to parenthood, leaving her son to be raised by his aunt,
Mimi Smith, in a respectable, lower-middle class milieu in which he never really fit. Lennon was a mediocre
student, but his obvious intelligence and artistic talent enabled him to move through the rigidly stratified
British school system in spite of poor grades. He went to high school and on to Liverpool Art College, but
from the mid-fifties on, his attention was increasingly focused on music. In , inspired by the popularity of
skiffleâ€”a sort of speeded up jug-band blues soundâ€”Lennon persuaded his aunt to buy him a guitar. In the
spring of he and some other students at Quarry Bank High School formed the Quarry Men; at one of their first
performances, on July 6, he met Paul McCartney and invited him to join the group. George Harrison joined in
February of Along the way they acquired amplifiers, a bass player, and a series of drummers. By the time they
were booked into the Kaiserkeller Club in Hamburg, Germany , they were experienced, if not quite seasoned,
musicians. Their two stints in Hamburg, in and , made them professionals, though the crude recordings made
at the Star Club in give little hint of the impact they were to have in only a few months. They had taken over
England the year before, exploding out of provincial, industrial Liverpool into a British pop music scene
dominated by American rock and roll and jazz, and by feeble home-grown imitations. Skeptical Americans
who doubted that foreigners could play such a distinctly American music as rock were won over almost as
quickly. The Beatles went on to revolutionize rock music several times over. Attended Liverpool College of
Art, With Yoko Ono , released Two Virgins, Apple, ; with Ono and others, recorded several albums, , and
made occasional concert appearances. Graphic artist, works exhibited in Great Britain and the U. With the
Beatles, numerous Grammy awards and platinum albums; gold album for Imagine, They may not be
responsible for everything, but nearly everything that comes after would be impossible without them. Though
some producers, notably Phil Spector , had expanded the concept of recording beyond merely the capturing of
a live performance, the Beatles were the first artists to make records the focus of their work. A Beatles record
is more than just a collection of songs: McCartney had begun writing songs before he met Lennon, and
inspired Lennon to try his hand at it. We wrote a lot of stuff together, one on one, eyeball to eyeballâ€¦.
According to Ray Coleman in Lennon, the tension began to build with the death of their manager, Brian
Epstein, in Lennon was deeply into drugs, unhappy in his marriage, and bored with being a Beatle.
McCartney took over the direction of the band, leading them into the ill-conceived and chaotically executed
film project Magical Mystery Tour and taking the dominant role in most of their recordings. Lennon reacted
by withdrawing further from the Beatles and focusing on his relationship with artist Yoko Ono. The resulting
album, with its fragmented sound, heralded the disintegration of the Beatles into four individualistic musicians
rather than a band. The release of The Beatles was followed a week later by the release of Two Virgins, an
album of avant-garde music Lennon and Ono had recorded in his home studio. The cover photo, which
showed the couple nude, was banned in some countries and sold in brown paper wrappers in the United States.
The music, an aural collage of electronic sounds, attracted much less attention. The Lennon-Ono relationship
had become public. They had also been arrested for possession of drugs, a hazard from which the Beatles had
been considered exempt in spite of their public admission that they had used marijuana and LSD. Their
financial affairs were also in disarray: The breakup became public when McCartney released his first solo
album in the spring of He released his first real solo album, Plastic Ono Band, in The record, made in the
wake of his primal scream therapy with psychiatrist Arthur Janov, was as much a therapeutic as a musical
exercise. Riley, in Tell Me Why, wrote:
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But the extremes, both in his music and his life, were what made him fascinating. Halfway through the decade,
he sobered up and retired from performing to become a house-husband and father. In , he launched a
comeback with his wife Yoko Ono , releasing the duet album Double Fantasy that fall. Just as his career was
on an upswing, Lennon was tragically assassinated outside his New York apartment building in December of
He left behind an enormous legacy, not only as a musician, but as a writer, actor, and activist. Even during the
height of Beatlemania, Lennon began exploring outside of the group. Two Virgins with his new lover,
avant-garde artist Yoko Ono. Two Virgins caused considerable controversy, both because of its content and its
cover art, which featured a nude photograph of Lennon and Ono. The couple married in Gibraltar in March 20,
For their honeymoon, the pair staged the first of many political demonstrations with their "Bed-In for Peace"
at the Amsterdam Hilton. Several months later, the avant-garde records Unfinished Music, No. The following
month, Lennon and the Plastic Ono Band released "Cold Turkey," which was about his battle with heroin
addiction. Lennon and Ono continued with their campaign for peace, spreading billboards with the slogan
"War Is Over! If You Want It " in 12 separate cities. In February of , he wrote, recorded and released the
single "Instant Karma" within the span of the week. The single became a major hit, reaching the Top Ten in
both the U. Lennon supported the album with an extensive interview with Rolling Stone, where he debunked
many of the myths surrounding the Beatles. Early in , he released another protest single, "Power to the
People," before moving to New York. That fall, he released Imagine , which featured the Top Ten title track.
Their increased political involvement resulted in the double-album Sometime in New York City , which was
released in the summer of Sometime in New York City was the beginning of a three-year downward spiral for
Lennon. Immigration, which refused to give him a green card due to a conviction for marijuana possession in
In , he was ordered to leave America by Immigration, and he launched a full-scale battle against the
department, frequently attacking them in public. Mind Games was released in late to mixed reviews; its title
track became a moderate hit. The following year, he and Ono separated, and he moved out to Los Angeles,
beginning his year-and-a-half long "lost weekend. A few months before its official release, a bootleg of the
album called Roots was released by Morris Levy , who Lennon later sued successfully. During the summer of
, Lennon returned to recording, signing a new contract with Geffen Records. Comprised equally of material by
Lennon and Ono , Double Fantasy was released in November to positive reviews. Further archival projects
arrived throughout the 21st century, including the documentary The U. John Lennon, and a reissue series in
that restored the original mixes of his catalog, while debuting a "Stripped Down" remix of Double Fantasy.
Imagine received a lavish box set edition in
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During the summer of , Lennon returned to recording, signing a new contract with Geffen Records. Comprised equally of
material by Lennon and Ono, Double Fantasy was released in November to positive reviews.

9: Art and Music of John Lennon by John Robertson
Released in , Imagine was the follow-up to John Lennon/Plastic Ono Band - Lennon's first real solo album since leaving
The Beatles. While Plastic Ono Band remains one of the most stark and harrowingly personal records ever made,
Imagine combined the introspection of that album with John Lennon's ability to produce outstanding commercial records
with great melodic flair.
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